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Panel Discussion:

Afternoon Session
ELVIA ARRIOLA, MODERATOR*
PAM WISEMAN**
JODY RAPHAEL***
DR. ALAN ROSENBAUM, PH.D.t
STEPHEN BAKER:
PEGGY PATrYtt
ADELE MORRISON#

ProfessorArriola: I have a number of introductions to make for our second
panel of speakers although we are re-introducing a couple of speakers from
this morning so let me try and present you the panel sort of in the order in
which we will have them provide their commentaries. Our first speaker
will be Professor Alan Rosenbaum who is a professor of psychology here
at Northern Illinois University. He is a graduate of S.U.N.Y. at Stonybrook
where he got his Ph.D. He's on the faculty of NIU's Center for the Study
of Family Violence and Sexual Assault. He's also serving on several
editorial boards including that of the Family Violence and Sexual Assault
Bulletin. And then following Professor Rosenbaum we'll hear from
Professor Adele Morrison who is my colleague at the College of Law and
she also teaches in the domestic violence clinic that we have here at NIU.
She has extensive experience in the field of domestic violence. I have
recently been privileged to be reading her thesis that she's been working
on, on the subject of domestic violence which will be the end product of
her Remington-Hastie Fellowship at the University of Wisconsin's School
of Law. At the end of submitting that thesis, she'll get an LL.M. degree.
She worked as a clinical instructor and a supervising attorney in that
capacity, as a legal assistance attorney in the Program for Institutionalized
Persons Clinic and Neighborhood Law Project. She's conducted research,
practiced and taught in the areas of domestic violence, public interest and
poverty law, and practiced legal ethics and professional responsibility and
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family and criminal law. So following Professor Morrison we will hear
from Peggy Patty. She is the director of the legal institute at the Illinois
Coalition against Domestic Violence. The ICADV tries to eliminate
domestic abuse in the state of Illinois, providing technical assistance to a
variety of programs that focus on the subject of domestic violence. Then
after Peggy Patty we will have words from Jody Raphael, who is the
Director of the Center for Impact Research in Chicago, formerly known as
the Taylor Institute, which was founded in 1975 to eliminate poverty
through grass roots research. Research of the Center has included such
problems as sweat shops, illiteracy and prostitution. And then we'll have
remarks again from both Pam Wiseman and Stephen Baker who you heard
from in the morning. I did want to say a little bit more about Pam
Wiseman's experience. Pam is the Executive Director of Safe Passage, a
shelter here in DeKalb Illinois, but Pam brings a lot of other experience.
She's the former chair or current member of the state committee, which
develops standards for abuse programs in Illinois, she's on the steering
committee for the sixteenth circuit family violence coordinating council,
she's former chair of the council's abusive services committee, she's a
committee member of the state group developing a certification for
professionals working with abusers, and then as previously noted, she's a
member of this court accountability, this court watch program. And then
we also heard this morning from Stephen Baker, but he will also again be
coming from the perspective of the Public Defender. So, without further
ado, I turn it over to our speakers and again I encourage the speakers, five
to seven minutes and have a conversation with each other and of course,
members of the audience you are strongly encouraged to raise your hands
and be a part of this conversation.
ProfessorRosenbaum: Having five to seven minutes makes me feel a little
bit like a recipient of an academy award where they start playing music
after a few minutes and then you have to get off, so it's not a lot of time.
I'd like to first, since I don't have a lot of time, just tell you where I come
from and what my experience is. First of all I'm not from Illinois, and I
have not been here very long, so I'm not familiar with many of your laws.
I just came here in August of this year, and I came from Massachusetts and
so I'm much more familiar with the backwards way that domestic violence
is handled in Massachusetts than I am with the backwards way that it's
handled in Illinois. I also was introduced by my academic position. I want
to make it clear that my experience is both academic but its also very
practical. One of the distinctions we often hear in this field is, "oh, he's an
academic," and that discredits him both because he's a he and also because
he's an academic and that means that I don't know anything about this
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field. I can tell you that I have been treating batterers, battered women and
families of domestic violence for about twenty-five years. I ran one of the
largest domestic violence treatment programs in Massachusetts for sixteen
years. That treatment program included batterers treatment programs for
males, anger management programs for men, and also, at the request of the
court, anger management programs for women into which they sent many
women who were charged and convicted of domestic violence assaults.
Earlier in my career I also worked in a women's shelter and I ran groups
for battered women, so I have spent my time in the trenches as well and it's
not simply from the ivory tower that I study domestic violence.
What to do with five minutes when there's so many things to say? I
tried to think about what points I wanted to make and then, in listening to
some of the points that were made during lunch, I thought that a couple of
comments about that would be in order. I think one of the issues I'd like to
address would be batterer's intervention itself and the notion that batterer's
intervention programs are not effective. I think, first of all, I would like to
ask whether the same standard of effectiveness is applied to the other
options that we have. So for example, would we argue that we should not
have shelters because there's evidence that women go back to battering
relationships after being in shelters, or that shelters are very often
inadequate, or that many shelters do not serve the needs of women who do
not take their advice and go back to the batterer. I would think not, we
would not want to apply that standard. Do we want to apply that standard?
Does incarceration work? I think we would have a hard time making that
argument for almost any crime and we would probably put nobody in jail
because incarceration apparently is not a very effective way of dealing with
people. In the case of domestic violence, I would ask you to keep in mind
that the majority of the cases are not spousal murders, that that's only a
very ,very small part of it, although disturbing, but a very small part of the
cases that we will see. The majority of cases are what Gondolf has referred
to as normal batterers, are men who are occasionally violent, who are in
mutually violent relationships, and this is the more common form of
violence. The most common form is not one where somebody, even if they
were prosecuted to the full extent of the law, would spend more than a
couple of weeks or months in jail and one would have to ask what would
then happen when somebody is sent to jail and then released? Jails are
notoriously misogynistic. The evidence, the research evidence, is that
incarceration alone does not work. There is an interesting study initially by
Sherman and Burke, that indicated that incarceration itself was effective.
That was followed by the spouse abuse replication studies, six studies
which then demonstrated that for the most part, incarceration alone is not a
solution to domestic violence. One of the findings from that study,
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however, was that the most employed and well off of the batterers were
positively influenced by incarceration. So if we have men who are in
higher socio-economic statuses that have high employment or a high level
of employment, responsible jobs and careers, that these men are very much
influenced by arrest. Unfortunately, that's a very small percentage of those
batterers that are arrested. The majority are from lower socio-economic
groups; they're underemployed, they're marginal individuals. So we have
to ask ourselves, what are the alternatives? My opinion has been that we
don't have many alternatives, that batterers' treatment is our alternative.
The problem is not does it work, the problem is how do we get it to work?
How do we make it a more effective type of treatment? That's what I've
really been devoting a great deal of my attention to over the years, is
focusing on this and trying to figure out how to make batterers' treatment a
more effective solution. I think one of the things I resent most is the idea
that people who do batterers' treatment are somehow the enemy. We are
all on the same side of the coin, the same side of the war. We are trying to
stop violence against women. We are approaching it from a different ways.
So people who treat batterers are not soft on batterers, they're soft on
women. They're trying to help women be victimized less often, and the
way that we've chosen to do that is by trying to find effective solutions for
treating batterers.
I'd also like to make one last couple of points and that is there is a
number of things to think about. I think in listening to Mary Becker
speaking this morning, she talked about some of the problems in the system
and she spoke about them in terms of how this affects women who are
accused of crime. So, for example, the idea that prosecutors do outrageous
things, the idea the public defenders very often are copping pleas rather
than taking cases to trials. If these are problems in those few cases, those
very few cases where battered women are being accused of murder,
imagine what a problem that is for men who are accused of domestic
violence. They are faced with the same prosecutors who do outrageous
things, they are faced with the same public defenders who will cop a plea
rather than take a case to trial and what happens is when these guys come
to our programs they are angry. They're angry because they're angry to
start off with, but they're angry because they've also been mistreated by the
courts or perceive that they've been mistreated by the courts. And so this
system is not a good system. It's not just a bad system for women, it's a
bad system for men as well. I think we have to keep that in mind. Lastly,
one of the points that we're certainly talking about today has to do with
custody issues. I think it's important for us to keep in mind, the points that
we've made are very important points that we cannot allow people who are
dangerous to children to be gaining custody of children. But I think we
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also have to keep in mind this is a complex phenomenon. This is not a
simple case of men bad, women good. We have to look at this much more
carefully in many cases. The man might not be an adequate custodial
parent, but is he still entitled to have some visitation with his kids? Are
these rights being respected in the custody decisions that are reached? We
also have found, I told you at the beginning, and this is something that
people very often have trouble with, the idea that we have had an anger
management group for women who are sent to us by the courts. Many of
those women are domestically violent. We've done some research with
those women. The notion that all of them are there because they were
being defensive of themselves is simply not true. There is a lot of research
now with women who've been accused of aggressive behaviors. The
research seems to indicate that in at least fifteen to twenty-five percent of
those cases, the violence is not self-defensive and it is not preemptive. This
is a woman telling us herself that she is the sole aggressor. Not to say that
this is a wider spread problem than I have, but we need to sort of pay
attention to the fact that not every woman is an ideal parent, not every
woman is an ideal custodial parent, not every situation that we see is one in
which the man is the bad guy and the woman is a victim. So I think that's
probably enough for us to chew on for awhile.
Professor Arriola: Before professor Morrison comes up here, I think we
really have some great potential here for discussion here based on Mary
Becker's presentation and the response by Dr. Rosenbaum. So what I'm
encouraging the speakers to do is, we'll have all six speakers rather than
breaking them up the way we did in the morning. Then when it's time to
take a break, I'll make sure that we take a break and then we'll continue the
discussion until we're done at 3:30. Professor Morrison?
ProfessorMorrison: I too, like Dr. Rosenbaum, am not just. an academic,
although I'm serving in that capacity at this point. I want to speak to you
from the intersection of lawyer, academic, survivor and activist. At this
point, from reading the program, we're supposed to speak on results and
the descriptive line was "evaluation of the effectiveness of assisting
statutory and court-mandated remedies."
Well, being an academic,
particularly a legal academic, I'm more likely to pose more questions than I
do answers. I also want to speak to the issue of effectiveness, which Dr.
Rosenbaum started us with. When words like effectiveness come up, I
immediately jump to two questions: effectiveness of what and effectiveness
for whom. First, addressing the question of what. How are we supposed to
measure efficacy? Numbers of arrest? Numbers of restraining orders
awarded? Numbers of women, for the most part, who are given shelter and
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services? Crisis line calls? Or something else? This would not seem to be
effective in meeting our goals. The question is what are our goals, and who
are the "we"? The big goal first is to fundamentally end domestic violence,
lofty as that may be, and the " we" is the community, all of us together.
More specifically, the "we" that makes up a system of service providers,
including the legal system, for lest we forget, we are providing a service,
our job, given the fact that for the most part we are reactionary, attempting
to intervene after there has been an act or acts of intimate violence or
abuse, which is entirely another part of the issue that we can talk about, the
fact that mostly services and the legal system is reactionary. How do we
address our goals and define our goals? Our service providing community
is looking to prevent specific individuals who come to us, or appear before
us, from being re-victimized by the same or a different party. This is our
mission for the person who is being victimized. Our second mission is
focused on the perpetrator. Here it's about the individual, the person who
chooses to batter, and that is to keep him or her, though if we're not
addressing same sex domestic violence, the vast majority of perpetrators
are men, the idea is to keep him from victimizing anyone, the same partner
or a new partner again. So the question is, how effective are those statutes
and court mandated remedies in doing this? I don't know that we know,
except that I do know that repeat business is not uncommon for both those
who assist those who are being victimized, and those who are perpetrators.
But by the same token, early intervention, be it arrest or restraining order,
seems to have a positive effect. Meaning that if a first act that violates
either a criminal or civil statute, the appropriate legal intervention is taken,
often the violence does not re-occur. Shelter services, though resource
intensive, seem to have a positive effect on moving women in to the
survivor category. Fundamentally, though, over the years of my work in
domestic violence, tons of studies have been done, but the effectiveness of
certain intervention definitely needs more study. We're beginning to, I
think, do that in some of the things Dr. Rosenbaum was talking about.
My second focus is on effectiveness for whom? Here I cannot speak
about this without talking about issues of access and issues of subordinated
communities. When I say subordinated communities, I'm not just talking
about racial and ethnic communities, but also issues facing immigrants,
both documented and undocumented, issues facing disabled persons, etc.
When we talk about services, we need to talk about who has access to those
services. Not only are there actually any services a person can access, but
are they culturally appropriate?
Are there interpreters?
Does her
wheelchair fit through the door? How far away is the shelter? The
attorney? How many cousins does he have in the Sheriffs department?
Will the perpetrator win the race to the courthouse for an emergency order
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of protection? What happens to the teenage son if there is room in the
shelter? Are there services for lesbians, gay men, transgendered persons?
Is there a TTY system for crisis intervention? How many Spanish speaking
attorneys, let alone Togala speakers in northern Illinois? How many law
enforcement officers with multiple language training with American Sign
Language skills? How many law enforcement officers or other service
providers who have done any gay or lesbian sensitivity training? Who
have done any diversity training specific to domestic violence issues? And
what about judges on all the previous issues? I'm going to take my last
moments to address an issue that came up at the end of the morning. Pam
noted that it's very controversial in the domestic violence community, and
that issue is arresting victims for contempt, or, as a San Francisco D.A.,
when I worked in San Francisco did, used to do body attachments to her
witnesses to warrant so that they would be there to testify. And essentially
we're talking about forcing battered women to testify. I want to look at it
in a broader lens with subordinated communities. Granted there may be the
occasion where the victim will feel safer with the appearance of her not
cooperating, and no one is in a better position to assess her safety than the
victim herself. But this is a major issue, I think, of not taking a look at the
wider implications and also underestimating perpetrators. As for the
underestimating of perpetrators, they actually do know who is doing the
prosecuting, it's generally just another excuse to continue the violent
behavior, just another way of blaming the person who is the victim for
what is happening to them. A batterer who is seeking to obtain and
maintain power and control will find any excuse to do what he wants to do.
I've had this discussion with my D.A. friend in San Francisco who was all
about, "I'd rather have her, meaning the victim, in jail rather than dead."
This is all well and good, I can get behind that. But I asked her, did it
really help and did it really make the perpetrator go, "Oh, hey, this isn't her
fault, it's actually the State who's prosecuting me." She said she didn't
know. I'm betting on not.
On the issue of wider implications, I'm going to say it speaks to the
issues of subordinated communities as well when they serve the individual
victim in individual cases. But as Pam mentioned earlier, it may make her
reluctant to call the police again. Essentially, I want to ask, what does it
say to the community? Other victims who see hear and know about her
being arrested may also be less likely to call and also particularly, talking
about subordinated communities, immigrant communities who may or may
not be documented. Other over-policed communities, communities of
color, African-American communities, Latino communities, gay and
lesbian communities, where the reputation of law enforcement is, shall we
say, not stellar. And also with transgender communities, again, reputation
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of law enforcement and how victims are treated, not stellar. So the question
that we want to ask is effective for whom? Is jail effective for communities
where's there's already more black men in jail and in prison than in
universities? Effective for whom? The poor, where the only wage earner
is kicked out of the house? Effective for whom? Where the victim is
charged with failure to protect and her kids enter the system. Are these
effective responses?
Peggy Patty: I've worked with the Illinois domestic violence coalition for
about four years. We are a membership organization that supplies
information to the domestic violence programs throughout the state of
Illinois. What I do is provide technical assistance across the state of
Illinois to people who work with domestic violence programs, as well as to
anyone else who calls: prosecutors, law enforcement, etc. We do training
on various domestic violence issues across the state, as well as provide
technical assistance and various legal articles mostly concerning the Illinois
Domestic Violence Act, but other kinds of domestic violence acts across
the state. Prior to working where I'm working now, I did prosecution of
domestic violence in a designated domestic violence unit for a couple of
years. Prior to that, I worked for about fifteen years with legal assistance in
the state of Illinois working for various offices. I've worked in over thirty
counties in the state of Illinois, mostly in the area of domestic violence in
the area of civil law, providing orders of protection and custody visitation
issues, divorce, and paternity for domestic violence victims. I started in the
area of domestic violence in 1982, prior to going to law school when I
helped in a very minor way to start Oasis, a battered women's shelter down
in Alton. I say in a very minor way because the director who helped start
that shelter is still there. She's probably the only director in the state of
Illinois who is the original director in the domestic violence program. As
you could well understand, the work in the domestic violence area is very
subject to burnout. As you all know, and especially those of you that work
in other areas, be it law enforcement or other parts of working with
domestic violence, it can be a very high burnout area.
What I'd like to talk about very briefly, I think, is in the area of
education. I think that we would all agree that there are numbers of very
key elements that a domestic violence victim would need to have in place
in the world to try and help put together safety for her and her children.
And in one area, victims would very much say that they would like for
probably everyone in the community to understand what the dynamics are
concerning her situation. I know that there was mentioned this morning
about education, and at lunch today, and I just wanted to touch on it again
because I would say that there are numbers of key elements that need to be
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put together. Education is certainly not the only thing that can be done, just
like prosecution cannot be the only thing that's done. Law enforcement
arrests, that can't be the only thing that's done etc. These things have to be
included as a package in a community to help provide safety. Any one
thing, a domestic violence program sitting by itself, being the only thing in
a community, is not going to provide the safety for a woman and her
children that she is going to need. It is many, many key parts. Let me
speak a little bit again about the education part. What victims say has
happened to them, some victims, let's talk about law enforcement. When a
victim calls law enforcement, they either don't come, or, if they do come
they are rude. They don't have an understanding about what is going on.
Victims do say that strongly impacts them. However, when a police officer
is called to the scene and they have been trained and they do understand,
they have sensitivity to what they're looking at. That has a huge impact on
that victim, and the victim will remember even if that abuser is not
prosecuted. Even if that abuser comes back and they're trying to work out
the relationship, that victim's going to remember, "hey, there's a police
officer out there and he or she cared." That's a key part of education for
law enforcement.
Let's talk about educating the judiciary. This is tremendously
important. Victims tell us that when they go in front of the judiciary,
sometimes the judge won't even look them in the eye. That's one of the
common things, unfortunately. The judge isn't even looking them in the
eye. The judge is looking down, talking about the abuse, looking at the
information on that petition for order for protection, and the judge doesn't
look them in the eye. The judge may be very busy, they may be having a
bad day, maybe that is just the judicial demeanor at that time and it has
nothing to do with that victim. But that is not how that victim views it.
Because what has that victim been told? The victim has been told by the
abuser number one, no one will believe you. So when a police officer
comes out and believes them and talks to them, that makes a huge impact.
When the judge listens to them and the victim believes that the judge has
read the petition, looks at the victim, it means that what the abuser told her,
that no one would believe her and number two was, even if they do believe
you, they won't care. So that's why the judicial demeanor is so important
of a judge, of police officers. So training of judges is very important
concerning domestic violence. Here in Illinois, I would say that most folks
would believe that we have a challenge in that regard of training judges.
Not that judges don't care, I would say that most judges in Illinois do care.
They care deeply about trying to provide justice in their courtrooms.
Where's the time for them to train? We would say, it's that important,
you've got to make time because how this impacts this person in front of
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the bench, how that impacts the victim, the demeanor as well as the
understanding, and the education of the laws that that judge is imparting is
tremendously important.
Prosecution is another thing. Educating prosecutors is tremendously
important. And, in fact, there's going to be a domestic violence
prosecution statewide training next month. The reason that we at the
Illinois Coalition Against Domestic Violence are putting that together, as
well as the Appellate Prosecutor's office, is because what good are the laws
if the people who are supposed to be imparting the laws don't know what
they are, don't know how to do them properly, and don't know what the
dynamic of the victim and the victim's situation is? And right before I
leave, I'll just throw a little something out into the audience. There are
folks I noticed today speaking of abuser treatment. There are many folks
that would call that counseling, they wouldn't call it treatment. The Illinois
domestic violence coalition, we would call that counseling because we
would say treatment is a medical model, and we're not looking at someone
who is sick. A batterer is someone who is carrying out power and control,
they aren't sick. So we wouldn't use the word treatment because we think
that raises an idea that someone is going to be fixed or they are going to be
cured. Thanks.
Jody Raphael: Thank you very much, I will be talking very fast because
I've prepared much longer remarks and cannot give up any precious nugget
here. I think my little talk is going to pull together a lot of these strands
that have been floating around. My talk is based on five or six years of
interviewing poor battered women. I really want to look at this problem
and look at it as a cause of women's poverty. To me, domestic violence is
really all about control. It's violence and threats of violence to control
another person. Poverty and isolation are two key things that keep the
abuser in command. When you think about it, poverty and welfare really
are an abuser's weapons. The poor woman has no money and if she's on
welfare she has no money, and if she's kept out of the labor market, she is
really not ever able to leave that abusive situation. So the poor woman is, I
think, a natural victim that the abuser wants. And I personally think, and I
don't have my Ph.D., but I personally think that the abuser seeks out the
woman on welfare and the poor woman. That's the natural victim for him.
I spent five or six years interviewing a woman named Bernice Hampton in
Chicago who was trying to leave her abuser and go from welfare to work.
Every time she went to educational training or work, her intimate partner
sabotaged that journey and made sure that she stayed home and she stayed
on welfare. Now when Bernice obeyed the abuser, didn't try to leave him,
didn't try to get education training or work there was no violence. There
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could be no violence for as much as a year at a time. So the question is
why did Bernice stay? Well, without money, without relatives, she
couldn't see a way to leave safely and it was actually safer for herself and
her children to do what the abuser wanted, even though that left her and her
two children in poverty. I want to just remind you, I think abuse
potentially makes all women poor because of this syndrome. I don't think
we understand, though, the type of poverty and the marginalization that
occurs when we have an overlay with domestic violence and welfare
recipients. I'll give you one quick example. I had a woman who was a
heroin addict and her partner was buying the methadone for her. Every
time she threatened to leave him, he would stop buying her methadone.
We tried for many months to get her into a methadone maintenance clinic,
but could not because of the waiting list. We finally had to take up a
collection and find a way to continue to purchase the methadone so she
didn't have to go back to heroine. But that's the kind of tools that the
Now in Bernice's case, because she was trapped
abusers used.
economically with him, the order of protection which she got was virtually
useless. Every time she went back to court around that order of protection
the violence against her would get a whole lot, worse, and we concluded
that unless Bernice's abuser was locked up, pretty much for the next couple
of years or even for life, there was no way this piece of paper could keep
her safe because he didn't treat it with any degree of seriousness. The
lessons of the case for me and seeing that Bernice eventually went to
shelter and the other point is that Bernice did not know that there was such
a thing as shelter, she was that isolated. So once she was able to hook up
with someone and find out that there was a shelter actually about four or
five blocks from where she was, she was able to leave her abuser and she
was eventually able to leave welfare and she is now employed, but she had
to put her life on the line and go to shelter and try to go underground.
The lessons of the case for me, I think, are really important for us
today, and there really are two of them. One, I think it's important not to
overstate the ability of the legal system to keep a woman safe when she is
not able to leave the abuser. When she is poor and trapped by that kind of
poverty, in this instance, I don't think that it really can do anything, I think
we oversell it. I think women need information about resources and they
do need information about the legal system and the order of protection so
they can make up their minds as to whether this will be safe for them to use
it or whether it will cause more violence and they pretty well know their
abusers. I think they would know what to expect. So I do think it's
important that when the police are called, they come out, that they hand out
information on every call about all the resources that are available. I think
that is practically the only person that Bernice was ever able to see for
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months on end was that police officer who might come when she called.
And if, as I say, Bernice could have had some advocacy, someone to talk
to, to decide whether this order of protection would have been good for her,
that would have probably avoided some of the violence.
My second point is that the legal system has got to combine, and again
this isn't rocket science either, with other community resources in order to
be effective, especially for poor women and women of color. I personally
think, despite my being an attorney, that too much money is put into the
legal piece of this, as opposed to the rest of the domestic violence
avoidance system. When we make our legal reforms, as important as all of
Mary Becker's suggestions are, if they are decoupled from all the other
supports that are needed, then they will make things better, but they aren't
going to do the trick either. So here we need, women need, escape money.
[Temporary Assistance for Needy Families] dollars can be used for that,
welfare dollars can be used for that. They need an automobile, they need
the money for a security deposit for the first couple months' rent, they need
transitional housing, they probably need crime victim compensation. So
these are the kinds of resources they are going to need in order to escape.
We also need, and this has been said before, but I cannot emphasize
how important it is, poor women fear losing their children if they disclose
domestic violence or if they seek help. They fear disclosure to any
governmental systems. We need, of course, to take a good look at those
child welfare systems and make sure that that does not happen, but
communicating those changes, even when they are made are extremely
difficult. So the DCFS reform is a very, very important piece of it. When I
asked Bernice, and this is, it gets kind of humorous because whenever I
have to do a speech now, whatever topic it is, I call up Bernice and I say,
she's like my talisman or my touchstone, but when you think about it, I'm
talking to the people that are affected by the policy, so I'm getting the right
answer every single time. But at the end of the book, Bernice gives a
response as to how all the pieces fit together and how we're going to
eliminate domestic violence. And she said,
I read an article about this nice little block. But there was
one house where the man was abusing his partner. So, all
the women on the block waited for him to go to work.
And they went down there and they talked to his wife.
And they kept talking to her, and when they would hear
them fighting, they would call the police, every single
time, and the police kept coming every single time.
Finally he got tired of it and he left his wife. I want to see
it, I want to be a part of it, I am striving for that. That is
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why I go to school that is why I work. I want to live on
that block.
Pam Wiseman: It's an impressive panel. What I had to say, I think I may
change somewhat now, in response to what I've heard so far. I do want to
point out that I've been the Director of a domestic violence agency since
1989 and over the last decade I've also worked with abusers in a program,
so I have both sides of that. And what I want to talk about just briefly here,
is something that I heard Adele say, she used the words "effective for
whom?" I want to point out something that you probably already know,
which is that the mere presence of an abuser program poses both a risk and
offers a benefit to victims of domestic violence. I'm going to tell you a
story, I'm sorry it's not pleasant, but it's what made me really start thinking
about the importance of abuser programs for victims. We had a man in
group who had, like a lot of other men, lost his drivers license because of a
number of DUIs. So his wife had to bring him to his group every week and
because there was only one car, she would come with her two very young
children and stay out in the parking lot while he was in his group for two
hours. There was one night when it was very cold and it was snowing, so
she had to be out there with the car running turning it on and off to preserve
the gas and yet keep her kids warm while waiting for her abuser to be
changed or get fixed. While she was doing that, the following was
occurring in group. A discussion was going on about what you would do if
you found out that your wife was having an affair and this man said "Well
I'd give the guy ten bucks and tell him to go find himself a good lay."
Then there was laughter in the group. This is who he was, and she was
waiting for him to change, staying in that relationship. That's the risk: that
women will stay with men who don't care and who aren't going to change,
hoping that the abuser program is going to fix them. On the other hand,
there are benefits to the presence of abuser programs. Of the men who are
arrested and sent to programs, half of their partners will have had contact
with the criminal justice system, but seventy-five percent of them will
never have had any contact with a domestic violence agency. The presence
of an abuser program gives those women some official people, some
people who are knowledgeable about domestic violence and about abuse,
with whom to talk. There are several studies that point out some of those
benefits. The most recent one, a large multi-site study, found that the
majority of the partners of the men who got into and completed an abuser
program felt that they were better off than before he went in. In another
study, the majority of women said they felt safer. Whether or not they
actually were safer, I don't know, but they felt safer after his having
finished the program. And they felt validated by the conversations they
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had with the abuser program staff who said to them, "It isn't your fault that
he's beating you up. Some of these men will change, and some of these
men won't, but your own perceptions about whether he will or whether he
won't are important." Those things mattered to those women.
I also want to say something very quickly here, and that is that the
system matters. Abuser programs, no matter what kind they are, must have
the backing of the system. I'm going to tell you just a little bit about who
abusers are in a very general and superficial way. They're not all the same
of course, but sixty percent of them, perhaps more, are psychologically
normal people. They aren't crazy, they aren't sick, they aren't alcoholics,
they're regular people. They all share some beliefs and the beliefs that they
share are in the acceptability and permissibility of the utility of violence.
We've had a number of conversations up here about the kind of mixed
messages we give to people. Don't be violent on the one hand, on the
other hand, if you want respect and if you want to win and if you want to
be right, which, of course, are the most important things in life, then the
way to do that is sometimes if necessary to use force. So people are
confused about that. The remaining forty percent are men who are not
psychologically normal. Of those, there is a significant portion which is
narcissist or anti-social. I tell you that because that's in keeping with what
we know generally about abusers, which is that they have a sense of "I'm
the center of the universe." "What I need matters, you aren't important, it's
only about me." So those people, those sixty percent of people who are
normal and those people who are narcissistic, can and do benefit. Contrary,
I think, to some things that we all have thought in the past, they can benefit
from abuser programs. They can benefit if they get in quickly, if the court
says you go and you go now, and if a court insists that they complete and
monitors them to make sure that they do. Some of the research that's just
coming out is that at follow up after these men have completed these
programs, at four years, ninety percent had not been violent within the
previous year, and seventy-five percent had not been violent within the
previous two and a half years. I am not at all suggesting that that is
representative of what ordinarily goes on, or always goes on in abuser
programs. But it is a piece of hopeful information, and I think it's
important for us to look at that. Finally, in conclusion, about twenty
percent of these men are very dangerous. Some are severely disordered
mentally, they are alcoholics, they have a lot of violence that's been
chronic and escalating. They have lots and lots of problems. Those men
commit eighty percent of the repeat crimes and they contribute to the
majority of injuries that women suffer. These are the men that we need to
identify, although that is difficult, and we need to contain them. Because
frankly, when they are not contained, they are running around just like all
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the men who have committed one act. There is no differentiation made or
very little, between very dangerous men, and the men who are not as
dangerous and we need to take some steps to make sure that we deal with
that. And I think that my time is probably up so I can't say anything else
Nexcept that the system matters. Abuser programs cannot exist apart from a
system that holds them accountable. It's absolutely crucial. Thank you.
ProfessorArriola: We're a few minutes before break time. We can start
the conversation and then I can have us take a break in about fifteen
minutes. So does anybody want to start it off? Yes.
Participant: Something occurred to me when you were talking, when
somebody's convicted of a felony before they're sentenced, there's a presentence investigation and that has an impact on their sentence. I'm
wondering if you've ever thought about doing that specifically for domestic
violence. Most of them come through misdemeanor courts but I don't
think there's any reason we couldn't have a sentencing investigation or
some type of evaluation to look at the history of abuse. Is he in that twenty
percent? What would have the most impact on repeat offenses for this
particular offender? That might make a big difference in terms of the
recidivism if we start doing that.
Professor Rosenbaum: Along those lines, there are programs in other
places, like for example, Phoenix, Arizona has a plan where they have a
two-tiered system so when someone comes in who's a first offender,
provided they prescreen them, if it's a first offender and there has not been
egregious violence, meaning that he hasn't done severe physical harm and
there's not been any weapons used, they are offered a diversionary
program. So they are arraigned and a trial date is set for one year from the
date of arraignment. They are then assigned to a batterer intervention
program and if they complete the program and have not re-offended in that
time, then they move for dropping the case. That's only available for first
time offenders and if somebody is either a repeat offender or if they are a
first offender but used more extreme forms of violence in the commission
of the domestic violence, then they are not permitted diversion. Then they
are set for immediate trial and the consequences are really not that different
because typically they get probation. Then they're sent to the domestic
violence program anyway, but they do sort of what you're saying, they do a
pre-screening and they have a two-tiered approach.
Panelist: We are currently as a state are working on a position paper and
we want to come up with some position on whether diversion is or is not a
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good idea. The main concern of people in the domestic violence in Illinois
is that domestic violence will come to be viewed as less of a crime instead
of more of a crime, which is what we've been looking for. So Alan, what
you're suggesting, I think, has some merit. Other researchers have said that
also, but that is the fear of advocates, that twenty years from now we'll all
be sitting here and it will be just a sort of routine family matter and no
longer a criminal case.
ProfessorRosenbaum: I wasn't necessarily suggesting as much as pointing
out that they are doing something like that. But along those lines, I think
one of the problems that we have to think about is, what happens if you do
take it more seriously. I was researching for something for a paper the
other day and I came across something by the Cook County Sheriff's office
that suggested that the jail was 1500 people overcrowded. When you look
at the numbers of people that are being arrested for domestic violence, and
you start talking about things like incarceration, you have to sort of also
begin to wonder what's going to happen to the system. What's going to
happen to the prosecutorial system, what's going to happen to the court
appointed attorney system, what's going to happen to these people when
they're sent into the penal system that's already inadequate to handle the
load that is that they're dealing with now.
Participant: Is that really an argument for not prosecuting?
Professor Rosenbaum:
No, not an argument necessarily for not
prosecuting, but an argument for some type of diversion in lieu of some
type of incarceration.
ProfessorArriola: We have a lot of questions, but I just want to bring us
back to one of the perspectives we heard in the morning. Judge Collins has
suggested we do need to be thinking about a systematic response because a
systematic response can be effective, but what is involved in a systematic
response? We've been looking at a variety of certain perspectives on that
question, including, sometimes the law just doesn't help. Our lunch time
speaker suggested we need some legislative reforms, we need some other
kinds of reforms, so we're at the part where we're beginning to think about,
and remember, most of you here are doing this work, you are aware of
what the problems are. Steve had also suggested in the morning we can't
just shape one response and then assume it's going to work in every single
area. The rural situation is going to be different from the city situation.
Professor Morrison emphasized, of course, the importance of diversity in
terms of the victim and their situation. So there's an awful lot to think
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about here as we're pulling together this material. If we are going to be
thinking about reform, what is the direction that we can go in, and where
can there be some sharing of information of what has worked that can be
part of the discussions that will take place, as Professor Becker said, in a
better time when we're not focusing on the budget crisis, but when it's a
time to really begin to think about the domestic violence workers as an
interest group, what do you want and what do you hope to accomplish from
that? Professor Schmall you have a comment, question? We're going to
take a break after your comment.
ProfessorSchmall: You didn't get a chance in your talk to talk about what
kinds of programs are responsive for the most part. What is an approach
that people do think works?
ProfessorRosenbaum: You know I think one of the reasons that I didn't is
that because there really have not been good comparisons of programs. So
typically when you look at the studies that have been done that have
evaluated batterer intervention programs, those studies have mostly used
either the Duluth model or the Merge model, both of which are profeminist models. Both of which have some kind of confrontation type of
element to them. We really lack research studies comparing different types
of programs and one of the problems with that is that different programs
are often of different length. So they don't just differ in content, they differ
in terms of what their relationship is to the probation department. So some
probation departments do a much better job of keeping after people who
have been sent to programs than others, so it's really hard to answer that
question. My personal feeling is that the programs that will be the most
effective with this population are the ones that seek to help the person
realize something that was said earlier which is that batterers are not very
happy. Their lives haven't been going particularly well, that they really
don't have relationships that they want and that it's in their best interests to
change and that we're there to help them make positive changes in their
lives so that their lives are better, not so that they can keep the relationship
together. Our program always focused on the fact that we were not aiming
to help them keep their relationship, but to help them change their lives so
they didn't screw up other peoples' lives in the future. So I would like very
much to do a study like that, in fact I've been planning for a couple of years
where we're actually looking at what are the effective components in
programs around the country but as of yet I don't know of anyone who's
actually done that.
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Panelist: Could I add something to that? In addition to what Alan said, it's
generally thought at this point based on the latest research that psychoeducational groups benefit the majority of men. That is, groups that help
men to identify the kinds of beliefs they have and also help them with
behaviors, that contribute to their violence. But Alan also said something
about confrontation and he used the Duluth Model. The Duluth Model is a
model that's used all over the country and it really is a power and control
model. What I want to say about that is that it's misunderstood. Many
people think that in abuser programs if you're using that kind of a model or
pro-feminist or whatever you want to call that, that you're confronting
people and you're putting them down. That's absolutely not the case at all.
In most abuser programs, certainly in this state and I know because I know
most of them, there's not that at all. There's more of an emphasis on what
Alan's suggesting of trying to help people see how it is that change really is
in their best interest. So it's important, I think, that we not confuse those
issues. Unless you've worked in the field as long as we have, that's
probably somewhat esoteric but nonetheless...
Panelist: Very briefly, I think it's very important when we look at whether
domestic violence counseling or domestic violence intervention works with
batterers, to notice whether they are coupled up with prosecution. It just
seems like common sense to me, that yes, there may be a recidivism that is
much less in counseling programs. Because indeed that's what happens,
they're not giving them drugs, they're counseling them, if those are
coupled up, and most of them are, with a domestic violence prosecution at
the same time, then if that prosecution was not there and it was just sending
someone who has been seen as a batterer to a domestic violence program,
what would the results be with that? She says most of them would drop
out. So I think it's a very key thing that we aren't just studying, when
we're looking at whether these programs for batterers work or not, you
have to look at what are the reasons perhaps. One reason why the batterers
may not be committing as many offenses or any offense during that period
of time is because they're being prosecuted. Because they haven't been
sentenced yet, because a sentence is hanging over their head, because it's
some sort of deferral sentencing and if that indeed was not. So what we're
really looking at is also prosecution and not so much the counseling. I'm
not putting down counseling, I'm just saying that that isn't just what we're
looking at here. Because that is the batterers have been sent to counseling
while there's a prosecution happening, or maybe they have been sentenced
with a deferred sentence, because when I prosecuted that's what we did.
Most of the cases that we handled, there were pleas in, or the judge or the
jury found them guilty and we sentenced them to domestic violence
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counseling. We said sixty days jail hanging over your head and if you
don't complete the counseling, or if you blow the counseling off, you don't
take the counseling, you sit there and you don't complete the work you're
supposed to, then you're going to go to jail. And, so yeah, that counseling
program, there were numerous completions with that counseling program,
but how many would there have been if they wouldn't have been sent to
jail if they didn't continue?
Professor Morrison: I also think we have to look at, when doing that
study, what success is. Did we just stop that batterer from being violent,
but he is still being verbally abusive? Is he still putting his or her partner
down? Did we just end the battery, or did we end that whole concept of
power and control? Are they finding other, smarter ways to get to be
powerful to get the control that that person wants? Sometimes, though, the
success at stopping the hitting is very important because we don't want to
send men or women to the hospital. Is it truly successful if that's quoteunquote "all we're doing?" So in doing the efficacy study that I think we
need to be doing and, we need to be asking did he just complete the
program, or did you ask his new partner what is actually going on in their
relationship, whether he's been abusive or violent or not. So there's so
much more to the concept of asking the other question and asking the other
person.
Panelist: Okay, I don't want my remarks to be seen as saying that there
shouldn't be batterer counseling programs, because I think there ought to
be. Victims want these programs, victims request these programs, that's
why it's called domestic violence. A stranger isn't beating them up,
someone they love is beating them up and they want to give the person they
love as much chance as possible to change. So I think that it's important
that these programs are there as an option.
Professor Arriola: Okay, we're going to take a quick break, all the
speakers will come back, by the way and in the last hour we're going to try
to focus on proposals for reform, okay?
ProfessorArriola: I'm going to ask Jody to sort of start us off. Since we
had to cut off everyone's time, I'm going to play professor here and just put
you on call. And just get us going for issues of reform.
Jody Raphael: I think the problem for me is, there's two things that are
going on in this discussion. We're talking about state laws and legislation
and funding streams and things like that that all need reform. But my
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suggestion would be that the local community has to bring all the relevant
players together and do an audit of how the system is working. Each
county or group of counties has different resources, so what might work in
Cook County, or what might not work in Cook County might work very
well in Kane County given the smaller numbers of people. Also, the
commitment of court personnel is quite a bit different, so some of them
may be further along the line of thinking about some of these things. Some
counties may have had no training whatsoever. So it's kind of mind
boggling to think about this on a statewide level or even a national level.
I've been impressed with some of the community planning activities that I
have heard described. One, I think, was somewhere in Maryland and they
got everybody together and the group met every week for lunch. They
went through the entire system, and on top of that, they did this court
watching, so they brought information back to the group as to what was
happening beyond the perceptions of the group. They started to put the
pieces together, and then they got input. It sounds like strategic planning,
but they also got input from survivors, and from the domestic violence
programs. They came up with a plan that had all the pieces that they
thought were needed for the locality and it was surprising to me when I
heard this presentation, how much they really could do. The judge said
"Oh, we can do that," you know, "we didn't need to change that law," or
"I can just put out an administrative rule" or whatever it was. So I think
sometimes we get hamstrung and we think we have to get this law passed
in Springfield, and we have to do this and we have to do that. I think that
these pieces have to be just carefully put together.
The other thing I throw out is, because I think there needs to be an
array. What might work for one abuser is not going to work for abuser
number two. I think Pam was dividing the abusers into these categories.
That also makes great sense for me. Cook County, I think, is just such a
special case that if we don't do something soon, we'll just be paralyzed by
all the difficulties. But the overcrowding in Cook County jail is due mostly
to non-violent drug offenders who are in that jail serving time, or awaiting
transport to the department of corrections. When the most violent of
abusers is sent to a batterers' program, and this is a person who has injured
many women over a long period of time. Those things could be sorted out
also, if, as one goes through the system. So that's where I am on all this.
Professor Arriola: In your presentation a little bit earlier you had
suggested, and I want to kind of tie some of this together to the discussion
we had this morning around the resources issue, I put in my notes because
it caught my attention, that the existing system has to combine with other
services. One of the existing perspectives on the program of treatment of
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the problem tends to focus the money into the direction of only the law or
the legal angle, and yet the victim of abuse needs money. Jody suggested
they need money for a car, need money for housing, need money for rent,
needs her own counseling. Professor Becker had also suggested in her
remarks, if we're going to be thinking about reform, we need to be thinking
about reforms that are fiscally wise and efficient. That's going to be
important in Illinois because we're dealing right now with a big economic
crisis. So that's hugely on our minds for anyone who is dependent on
getting money that is funneled through the government. So I'm just
wondering if there is a discussion that we need to have here around changes
that could be made that are fiscally wise. Are there things that we could be
sharing with each other about proposals for reform that would move in that
direction of being more efficient? Dr. Rosenbaum had suggested, we're
not going to just, or maybe we just shouldn't automatically write off the
programs just because there are flaws in some of the services. Reform is
about also making it better, not just getting rid of it and replacing it with
something else. So, I just offer this as another angle to begin to pull all of
this material together.
Stephen Baker: If I can just make some observations. I was asked over the
break to defend domestic violence and that you can't do obviously. But a
couple of things some people mentioned, I need to respond to. This
morning there was some mention, I think, by the judge, of the existence by
supreme court mandate, of something called the domestic violence
coordinating council. It was an initiative of a particular supreme court
justice administered by the administrative office of Illinois courts. I
participated in it in DuPage County, I'm going to say two and a half, three
years ago. It sort of went back to business as usual, the fifty percent
nominally rate that I talked about. And I'm thinking what's the point?
There needs to be accountability where, as has been mentioned, court
watchers come back to the participants in the criminal justice system and
say "this works, this doesn't work, why do you do this, why do you not do
that?" A number of us have said there's not a single bullet that's going to
respond or solve the problem. Bernice's comment about that block I want
to live on and we can all moan about the destruction of the extended family
and the support mechanisms. That's one aspect where there is that
statewide evaluation of the utility of these domestic violence coordinating
counsels. I'm told there's been symposiums in every circuit in the state.
Somebody must've gotten some feedback somewhere along the line. What
frustrates me, as a defense attorney, and that's what I'll speak to right now,
people talk about legislative changes. I don't know that laws make better
people. Mandatory jail for first offenders is a bill in one of the houses
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that's probably going to pass. Cook County jail lets its domestic battery
arrestees out within four hours now. The comment I can't remember who
in the front here said, "How about mandatory evaluations so we can at least
discover who this twenty percent is." We have mandatory evaluations for
DUIs, nobody can get sentenced to a drunk driving charge unless you get
an evaluation. The government that needs to provide start up money, but
most counties economically through court costs can find a way. It's not
going to be totally self-funding by the defendants, but that dichotomy of,
you need a mandatory evaluation of a DUI to get sentenced, or to get a
judicial driving permit, but you don't have to have the mandatory
evaluation in a situation where there's a risk of violence just strikes me as
incongruous.
One other comment I'll make about what I call whoring the system
out. When you have these mandatory sentence type statutes, they usually
have what I call a Cook County exemption. Instead of forty-eight hours of
jail, they'll have x hours of public service employment because there's no
room at the inn so to speak. I'm told that at 13th and Michigan, which is
their domestic violence court in Chicago, there's like a one day a month for
Chicago policemen and there are very significant consequences over and
above risk of jail on a domestic violence conviction. You can't get
supervision, most of us know supervision, you're guilty but the sentence is
deferred eventually it can get dismissed. Some years ago, oddly enough
out of Cook County, you can't get supervision for domestic battery. If a
police officer loses his [Firearm Owner's Identification Card] card, which
he would on a domestic violence battery conviction, he's out of work.
What happens then? The system whores out, the system says okay for the
policemen, we won't charge him with domestic battery, we'll just charge
him with battery. Then I was thinking because I've had clients over the
years that face deportation from the US upon a domestic violence
conviction. Most prosecutors don't know that. When I explain it to them
and I said "Oh, this is going to be a perfect solution, you're going to deport
the offender and you've got another family on welfare." Yippy skippy.
Most reasonable prosecutors will say, "Okay, let's reduce it to a battery."
We may or may not give them supervision, but a lot of it is not just to say
we need more treatment, we need more money for the victims, but each
component in the system needs to talk as we're doing now. And I saw that
two and a half, three years ago in DuPage County where the minister who
used to counsel the women, "Don't file these police complaints, keep the
family together," and I'm thinking, "Duh." Hopefully that mentality will
die over the years but, I wonder if anybody has any experience with these
domestic violence coordinating councils. Is there ever any feedback? Do
court watchers do any good when they report back to the court?
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Pam Wiseman: I don't know if there are any domestic violence court
watch programs in the state at present. I don't think that there are. DeKalb
County might be the first, perhaps not the first, but the only right now.
And as for the coordinating councils, they're in all of the circuits. It
depends on where you are, and probably where you sit, whether or not you
like them. Some domestic violence advocates are very happy with them,
and some are not. There is wide variation in terms of satisfaction with
those councils.
Professor Arriola: But on the whole is it a positive development to have
coordinating councils? Can I take just an informal vote here from the
audience? Is it a good idea to have a coordinating council? Would most
people agree? Okay. Then it's about making them work. There was
another hand, I think, was it Deputy Parham.
Deputy Parham: I wanted to make a quick response to what Steven said in
regard to police officers law enforcement domestic batteries, those types of
situations. Just in my own department, within the last two weeks in fact,
two officers had domestic incidents occur. If an order of protection was to
be filed against an officer, my department, in the last five years I know, has
gone to court to kind of sponsor the officer. A supervisor will go in and go
before the judge and say that this is a good guy and he's no danger to the
person that filed an order of protection against him, so that he can keep his
gun and keep working. So that has occurred. I know that that is one of the
problems. That's what I was referring to with the training that we were
doing as I sat in the back and I listened to the comments that were being
made by some of my fellow officers. It really did sadden me because these
are the people who are the first responders. These are the people who are
going to the households and talking to the battery victims, and if that's their
attitudes, and they have the same type of attitude as the batterer, well then,
you know, you can imagine what type of help...
ProfessorArriola: That's no help... or if they are batterers themselves...
Deputy Parham: If they are batterers, unfortunately.
ProfessorArriola: Yes, back there.
Participant: There was recently a study out, I don't know if it's published
yet. It was in, I think, maybe the New York Times, but the study basically
was by two economists who had researched what was effective at reducing
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domestic violence. They had found basically that the availability of civil
legal aid services was one of the key aspects that served to prevent
domestic violence. I don't know if the theory was that it equalized a power
relationship, but I thought it was an interesting study that had come out,
and that maybe we should examine how we can beef up some of the legal
services that are available. I know for Prairie State, we do get funding
from the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority, but under that,
we're prevented from doing anything other than an order of protection.
And they are so limited in what they're willing to let us do on behalf of a
victim that we even had to eliminate the word negotiate from our entire
grant application. They felt it was wrong for us to ever negotiate on behalf
of a victim. So there are some issues with, even if you get the funding to
do the services, how the state mandates those services be given.
ProfessorArriola: I'm sorry what program are you with?
Participant: Prairie State.
ProfessorArriola: Prairie State, Okay.
Professor Morrison: You know, one of the things with legal services
funded, and formerly funded, is, since you were talking about turning back
the clock of what the 105th Congress did to legal services, the amount of
cutbacks that came down and also the rules and regulations that came down
on it. The provision of legal services, be that by legal services corporation
funded organization, [Violence Against Women Act] funded organizations,
which, of course, those have all been cut back and/or not increased. I think
what we need are services like the few law schools that actually have
domestic violence clinics such as NIU. There are some that have started
and I think that that study will show one of the reasons is about who
actually gets attorneys. There was this one line that was said, what this
country hates most is poor people. What they hate even more is poor
people with a lawyer. So, the balancing out of being able to give, and we
talked about the number of batterers who are represented and the number of
women who are not. One of the things that comes up in class for both my
poverty law class and domestic violence, is that the line of what the cutoff
is for how much you can earn, which I believe is 125% of poverty, to be
eligible for legal services. There's a whole gap of folks who are just
slightly over that but who are not actually able to afford an attorney.
Working minimum wage, forty hours a week is really not going to give too
much over the poverty line. For a family of four, about $18,000 is the level
of poverty. So I think that part of the reform is, when you're talking about
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access to services is, not having one attorney in a five county area. When I
worked in Middle Way House in southern Indiana, we were the only shelter
service providers in a six county southern Indiana area. I also did work in
Wisconsin, and there is a whole vast entire wasteland in northern
Wisconsin that has no services, no attorneys whatsoever. In California, the
Bay Area, their legal services were recently forced to join forces. There are
now six counties who have one legal services area in the Bay Area. So,
part of the ways to return to some of the things that happened before, but
being able to create access to services, A) it gets the word out. We're
talking about someone who didn't know about the services that were four
blocks away. One of the things the domestic violence movement has been
excellent at is getting out the word. In the nearly twenty years I've been
doing it, things have changed significantly. So, lest we sound like we
haven't done anything, it has been one of the most effective social
movements that has happened in this country.
One other little point I want to make talking about reform. One of the
things about the legal system, we are looking at definition. We're talking
about you can violate the law, you can violate a domestic abuse statute by
creating a domestic battery, even if there isn't necessarily the concept of
the whole of what we know as domestic violence of power and control.
One act of a physical violence does a domestic battery make. And this is
the idea of, who are the batterers. The forty percent, the twenty percent,
doing legality studies etc. But at the same time, we're also looking at who
is being arrested. And I think it's one of the things, this is a question I
actually had for Alan, about particularly the women who are getting caught
up in the system. Are we talking the full range of what we've defined as
domestic violence as that process of trying to control an intimates'
thoughts, behaviors or actions, or are we talking about an act of domestic
battery by which early on intervention may actually be able to make a
difference. So in reform being able to do that, whether it's through an
evaluation, figuring out what is going to be most effective for whom,
which, as you know, the same was done with drunk driving, is that
someone who's an alcoholic is going to be a repeat offender etc., and also
figuring out what is the level of things going on.
ProfessorArriola: We still have a bunch of hands. Officer Dorsey and
then Gretchen, or Gretchen, either way. You choose first.
Gretchen Farwell: We've been pretty focused today on the criminal
system but I would say that at least ninety-five percent of the orders of
protection we do, the clients are never into the criminal system and what
they need and want are the abuser to stay away from them and they need a
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custody order or they need a divorce or they need housing and they need
help with public aid benefits and social security benefits and all those other
things that they're not getting necessarily that there's not the resources to
help with all these problems and I think, you know, yeah, we need to work
on the criminal system, but also we need to work on all the civil issues too
and the transitional housing and all those issues.
Officer Dorsey: Well my comment was to, I believe it's Jody up on the
panel, where she had the victim who had no knowledge of any of the
agencies. Prior to our Illinois Domestic Violence act I would say, you
know, that's possible. But since our Illinois Domestic Violence Act there's
absolutely no reason in the world that this information is not disseminated.
I know that that person probably had several police calls. When I say we
start at the lowest level, I mean that because we're mandated by the state of
Illinois to give this information. If you have victims coming to you and
they're not getting this information, you need to take that up with your
local police department because that information is to be disseminated to
them.
ProfessorArriola: You want to respond to that?
Jody Raphael: I think that in Bernice's case, that never happened and it
should have happened and that was the main thing. The police could have
done it, but that's why I say it's on the local level in that we need to hear
from victims on the local level to find out if all this stuff is happening as
it's supposed to be happening. My guess is we wouldn't need a lot of
changes, we just probably need to make sure that some of the stuff we have
in place is actually being used as it's supposed to be.
Panelist: The other thing about dissemination or even the duty is, again,
you get into the city and you're going to be dealing with multi-culturalism,
multi-lingualism, and so then you have to be asking the agencies that are
doing that business, are you providing that information in a way that it can
be understood by the relevant communities and I think that that's going to
be a mixed bag. Again, I can't speak specifically to what happens in Cook
County or Chicago but I imagine that there are going to be some gaps.
Jody Raphael: Well, in one incident, there's gaps but there's just, you
know, these things just, we have to make sure that the officers do what is
required, but that they also themselves.., and this gets to the limitations of
training. Bernice was being strangled outside my office window and so,
this is like 1993, 1994 to be accurate about the date, and so I called 911 and
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the police dispatcher said, "Is this a domestic call?" I said no because I
knew if I said that, I was going to get a much different response. They
shouldn't be asking that question at all. He was strangling her. And, so I
said, "No." I said, "The man has a gun," which I didn't know if he had a
gun or not, but I wanted that car to come. And I had to call three times to
get that police response. And of course he was gone and the deed was done
and he was gone by the time the police officer came. So then the police
officer came and brought Bernice up and sat her in my office. And he is
telling her to go an get an order of protection. Now this is the advice police
officers give. She's been strangled. She's got the claw marks on her neck,
she's been strangled, we have all kinds of witnesses. We were all hanging
out the window, and people were running to try to help her. So basically I
was pretty well disgusted with the police officer. So we just went
downtown to the prosecutor's office, and I just went to the state's
attorney's office. I went in there and said, "We want to file a felony
complaint." We got the police report, but, that response was, everything
went wrong from A to Z in the space of thirty minutes with that response. I
think that just happens all the time because it's only as good as that
individual police officer that comes and the knowledge that he has about
the law and his motivation to try to be helpful. I don't know what you do
in Cook County, you have so many police officers, but it's a matter of
constant oversight and vigilance. I had heard about some citizen review
panels that Martha Mahoney at University of Miami Law School is talking
about where women who have complaints about police response, or lack of
response could call in to some kind of hotline so that you could at least just
have that as an ongoing monitoring to figure out where there are problems
in the system.
ProfessorMorrison: I'll make a point about first responders then. What
you have in first responders, and this is actually to the issue of the civil side
that we're talking about, for law enforcement particularly, the question
becomes in how many cases? How many people never call the police?
There's a study that also talks about first responders as in communities and
how many victims the first person they actually tell is a cousin, a brother, a
counselor, a pastor, their dad, a sibling which the folks out in Georgia will
be able to tell you stories about that if you want, and trying to create
community knowledge. To be able to tell Bernice when she told, if she
told her sister that, "Oh by the way, there's a shelter three doors down or
four block away." And this is that whole concept of a community, you
know the community coordinated response. Madison, Wisconsin has a
CCRI for domestic violence, which is very interesting. I think it works
very well. I did some work with them. But also actually creating a
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community that knows, that particular communities, subordinated
communities, communities of color, will often go to cousin/brother and
say, "This is what's happening to me." And rather than have them try and
retaliate, let's talk about being able to find the services, being able to
marshal the community's efforts, being able to create that block where
Bernice was saying all those women came down and talked to her and
talked to her again and again and again and he got tired of them all being
around. So this is part of the community education, it's not just about the
actual legal system, but also creating a legally literate community, about
what is available in the legal system. Do we really need to change the laws
or add more laws? Do we need to make sure that the ones are being
enforced, that they are if they are called, giving it out. That it's accessible
and culturally appropriate. That the shelter or the domestic violence
courtroom, the wheelchair can get in and the elevator is not broken and that
there is sign language interpreters and language specific issues, people that
are sensitive to gay and lesbian issues when you're talking about same sex
domestic violence. If we actually manage to do all that with the existing
laws, we would be light years away without having to change any law.
ProfessorArriola: I was wondering if we could get some commentaries on
one of the other issues that was raised in this discussion in terms of existing
legal responses, is the impact in terms of the whole family, the role of
family law, and the great huge problems that come up in terms of custody,
visitation, issues of those kinds. Whether or not we can, again, offer some
ideas here on the reform side for how to address those particular problems.
I think it's been made clear by several of the speakers that if the system is
not going to work, those that fall into the category of the poor or, as Adele
identified, the working poor, are going to be those that are hit the hardest.
If you're going to consider nightmare situations that can grow out of a
domestic violence situation, it's the impact on the children. Homelessness,
literally not being able to escape the cycle of violence, the metaphoric cycle
of violence of society that is unable to address this significant issue.
Peggy Patty: If I can make a comment regarding the civil laws and the fact
that most domestic violence situations are seen in civil court in paternity
actions and in divorce actions, something that was brought up at lunch
today. The Illinois Supreme Court is having a committee that's going to be
taking some testimony next Friday and has been generically looking at
some things. It's kind of hard to know what they're going to do with that
information, if anything. However, at the Illinois Coalition Against
Domestic Violence where I work, we're going to be giving testimony, well
hopefully [inaudible] and what is the visitation, what is the custody
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arrangements for those children. It's not unusual for the court to want to
hear from an independent, someone that the court is going to consider to be
an independent person who will shed some light on it. A pessimist might
say the judge is looking to get off the hook and to have a neutral person
kind of inform the judge, him or her, as to what to do in the case, etc. But
we would generally say the more information the judge would have the
better, except, if the information the judge is getting is information from
individuals who really don't have any understanding of the domestic
violence dynamic that they're looking at. So what we would suggest would
be that any custody evaluator, whether it's someone that the court is
appointing, whether it's a guardian ad litem, whether it's an attorney for the
child, etc., that there be training on domestic violence in family situations
that these individuals need to become aware of before they start giving
their evaluations to the court. At this point we don't that anything here in
the state of Illinois, not that there aren't individuals who provide those
services that haven't gone to courses on their own, but we certainly don't
know of anything in any court rule, in Cook County or anyplace else, that
says that court evaluators need to have any kind of background in domestic
violence when they're giving evaluations on these dynamics. Of course, I
think we all know how it can go terribly wrong when an abuser is very
manipulative, is very charming and certainly says, " Well, you know I try
to work with her and she's just a little paranoid, she just seems to be a little
nutty." The evaluator talks to the victim and indeed they do act a little
nutty and a little paranoid. Why? Well, maybe because he kept her up
three hours last night throwing rocks at her window and she called the
police and the police said we can't do anything about it you know we
didn't see the guy, blah blah blah. And so she just looks like she's kinda
crazy. Her evaluator's going to say, " Well, she seems to be a bit mentally
unstable. Why don't we have the child live with the father?" So that's one
thing that we're going to be suggesting. There are some areas where,
again, I guess I'm talking about education because I think that it's very
important to victims that the folks that interact with that victim's life knows
about the dynamics of domestic violence. So that when he's outside the
public aid office and staring at her, that the public aid worker knows to ask
her if she has an order of protection. To ask her who that guy is, and why it
makes her nervous that this guy is staring at her through the window, etc. I
think that all the players in all of the system need to be educated on
domestic violence so that we can surround these victims with the support
that they need so they don't feel so isolated. Because we never know at
what point in time that victim will feel safe enough to reach out to the
person. It may be her beautician that she can speak to, who sees the bruises
as she's working on her hair. And there's different educational materials
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that are out there for a beautician, to go out and provide the information so
a beautician can think, "Okay, how do I broach this subject in a respectful
way with my client that I see she has bruises all up in her head?" Everyone
in our community needs to understand that this is a horrible situation that
can severely affect children in a tremendously negative way, as well as the
adult victims of it, and we all need to take it seriously and surround that
victim with support. It doesn't have to be in the legal community, it
doesn't have to be in the criminal justice system, it can just be generically
as that victim goes through her walk throughout the community.
Professor Arriola: I have a question for Dr. Rosenbaum, since you had
mentioned earlier in your remarks, something about the whole custody
issue, you know, you can't approach it also with a sort of a black and
white. But my curiosity is about, given the work that you have done with
batterers themselves, whether or not is sort of a generic batterers treatment
program just psychotherapy in the traditional sense or is it counseling?
Does it have an educational component, kind of a re-education of the
batterer's way of thinking that has put this individual in the situation that
they're in where they're now having to intersect with the legal system and
so on. So I was wondering if you can just sort of comment on that.
Professor Rosenbaum: It's hard to talk about batterer intervention
programs generically because there are so many different types of batterer
intervention programs and they take very different approaches. So to just
talk about batterer intervention as a unitary phenomenon is very difficult to
do. If you would try and look at just common features, the majority of
them are not psychotherapeutic. The majority of the programs are called
psycho-educational and they try to focus on a lot of different things. One
of the things they always focus on, for example, are power and control
issues, and that's true of almost every program that I've ever seen or been
involved in. You find that what differs between programs is the amount of
emphasis they place on that, whether that is the only thing they deal with,
or whether they deal with other things as well. Most batterer intervention
programs that I would see as reasonable programs are also dealing with
alcohol or substance abuse problems. They don't all do that but many of
them do and if they don't deal with it in terms of trying to help the people
work with it, they deal with it in terms of trying to evaluate and refer the
people to other types of programs. Our program always worked very hard
to talk about the effect of violence on kids and to sort of alert batterers to
the impact of their behavior on their children. So there's a wide range, but
I think very few people look at battering as a psychological problem and
when people say they think a psychotherapeutic approach to it, or a
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therapeutic approach to it, or a treatment approach to it, they don't really
mean that it's a mental disorder. What they mean is that many of the
techniques that have been used by psychologists and psychiatrists in other
areas can be useful with these types of people as well. So, for example,
one of the things batterers have as a common feature is poor self-esteem. Is
that a mental disorder? No. Is it something that therapists can work with
or try to work with and can sometimes be helpful with, yes it is. So we
would try and deal with some of those kinds of issues. Anger management.
People have talked about this is not about anger, this is about power and
control. How about this could be about anger and power and control?
These are not mutually exclusive. I've worked with many batterers, they're
angry, anyone who's suggesting that these are not angry people are not
paying close enough attention. Should anger management be the only
approach? Absolutely not. I would never advocate that you take a strictly
anger management approach to treating batterers. Do many of them benefit
from an anger management component in the program? Yes they do. So I
think that it's not a full answer to your question, but I think there are a lot
of things that go on.
We used to do our program kind of as a shotgun approach that we
would try a whole battery of things to try and impact on the people that we
were working with. And that would include working on their attitudes,
working on their beliefs about the acceptability of violence, working on
their attitudes toward women, working on getting them to sort of handle
relationships in an equal way instead of treating their partners as slaves or
using them as domestic help. So we would try and challenge all of these
different areas and my experience has been that the better batterers'
intervention programs are the ones that try and get at this in as many ways
as possible in the hopes that something will be useful for each of the people
that come into those programs. But they are heterogeneous populations.
One of the phrases that's bandied about all the time now with respect to
batterers' treatment is this notion that one size does not fit all. That you
can't just take a standards approach to batterers' treatment and expect it to
help everybody. I think that's true, but we have also not gotten our
technology to the point where we can tell you which type of intervention
works to which type of batterer. So there are a lot of questions that still
have to be answered about this and I tend to really look at batterers'
intervention as a work in progress rather than a finished product. I think
one of the reasons is that we really don't know all of the effective
components. We don't know what combination with which types of
batterers work. So there are all of these different elements playing.
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Participant: I work in legal services and I just wanted to comment on, you
were talking about custody issues, one of the biggest issues I face is
visitation issues. Even if you're not going to have that custody battle, I
have to tell a lot of my clients, "I realize your children witnessed the abuse,
but I might as well not bother bringing it up at all. If I do, it could be seen
as, 'Oh, this is a ploy to keep him away from his children."' So we want to
look good in front of the judge, so I think in terms of resolving stuff like
that, having that be something that you can bring up, say, maybe we do
have concerns even just about visitation when he would do this in front of
his children even if he hasn't directly abused the children.
Another issue is sometimes there has been abuse of the children but if
she hasn't recorded it or she hasn't somehow followed up then it's hard to
go in there and say, "Oh now it needs to be supervised." The judge says,
"Well it was okay before." So I guess being able to introduce these, and
also again, it goes back to education of the judicial system and sort of being
able to say, "Well we're trying to straighten out the problems of the past."
In addition to that, there's sort of these batterers' programs that I think
sound really interesting in civil court. As far as I know it's not even
anything you can bring up. I mean if you could say, "We would like him to
get into a batterers' program and/or a parenting program and have
supervised visitation with the children and then move them to
unsupervised," because I have clients who say, "I've done so much work to
get them to a good place and we've been separated and now I go to fully
cut myself off to him and my children are going to go back to the fear or
aggressive behavior they exhibited when they were with him." So I guess
in terms of another solution to the education, also being able to bring up in
the courtroom, the effects children suffer as a result of viewing violence.
Just what it means as a parent if you're the kind of person that would treat
your wife this way, then maybe you have a lot to work through in terms of
being a good parent to your children, which seems to be positive for
everybody.
Stephen Baker: I want to ask a question of the Prairie State Legal Services
people who do divorce work. I'm not a divorce practitioner, and I have no
desire to be. Assuming you get the people separated, get an order of
protection and there's custody visitation issues, I know when I was a
prosecutor downstate we all would ask the victim, "is there somebody that
both of you get along with so that you don't have to go to his house, he's
not coming to your house?" Does that happen in divorce paternity custody
issues, are there neutral sites provided by the court? Or just do you rely on
family friends?
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ProfessorArriola: Well I think in some jurisdictions there are and I don't
know the Illinois experience. We have a lot of potential answers to your
question here and do you have, one quick one and then Daryl you had your
hand up over here, Gretchen, who else was the other person I saw another
hand, in the back, and then up here.
Panelist: There's practically no supervised visitation centers in the state of
Illinois, there's been different pushes to do it, now in our economic times I
don't really foresee that happening. So really there's not. It is not unusual
in an order of protection for the court to grant that the parties agree upon a
third party to supervise the child, or for there to be an agreed upon
exchange site for the child. However, in a divorce or paternity case,
because it would be in place until the child is eighteen years old, and
generally judges don't want to place that, or someone does not volunteer to
be the person to supervise that child until that child is eighteen years old.
So it is not very often in a permanent situation like in a divorce custody
case, that there is someone who is willing to supervise a child and
unfortunately, most of the time, judges will not, I think, in very appropriate
situations, that should but do not grant supervised visitation in divorce and
paternity cases because the burden of proof that a court has to get over is
severe endangerment, serious endangerment of that child. And that's what
our Illinois statute says regarding visitation. That's not in the order of
protection statute because we have a much greater leeway to protect
children, of course, in a protective order statute. So that's great. We can
get restricted and supervised visitation much easier in a protective order
statute, however, in a regular divorce or paternity case, it's very difficult, in
my experience, to get that. Judges don't think that the evidence that they
hear meets that standard of severe endangerment. I think that the courts are
hearing it many times, but the courts don't want to think that it's severe
endangerment. Just the fact, you know, quote, "just the fact that the child
viewed mom getting beaten up;" "just the fact that he drives drunk with the
child in the car;" "threatens to kill mom in front of him" and whatever.
The court does not see that as severe endangerment of the child and so the
batterer gets reasonable visitation in most divorce cases in the state of
Illinois. Is that what Prairie State attorneys are finding still?
Audience Member: Yeah.
ProfessorArriola: Darryl, I know that you've done a lot of those cases.
Darryl Apperson: [Inaudible] . . . beyond that how are you going to get
someone to assist you in organizing or arranging those visitations or
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custody issues in your paternity or divorce matter so the question I have is
a question of access to services beyond orders of protection.
ProfessorMorrison: That's why nobody wants to be a family lawyer. The
idea that you can be involved in this case until this child is eighteen years
old. Those of you who are at the clinic do you all want to do that? But
resources, again, you've got that gap in services, access to, orders of
protection. But who is actually going to be able to serve poor people,
working poor, middle income folks in what are often ongoing, if there is
domestic violence in the relationship, I can practically guarantee you it will
be ongoing, because they're going to be in and out of court. If we're
talking about an eight-month-old and a three-year-old of two different
fathers, it's a complicated thing. It's exactly what you said, it's an access
issue and a resources issue.
ProfessorArriola: Before Gretchen, and I think since we're talking about
the reform issue, the way Peggy just identified that gap, this is clearly an
area again where the domestic violence practitioners' community as an
interest group can identify the need for some legislative remedies with
respect to coordinating the standards between family law and the order of
protection statute.
Professor Morrison: One of the issues that comes up regularly, we talk
about this all the time, are the standardized forms. This idea that you're
taking away judicial discretion if you start to mandate things, and the
question of how does it interplay with one size doesn't fit all? And how do
you, there may be no answer to this, create a system that is actually going
to be in the judiciary that allows that level of discretion? This is, I think,
the reluctance the judges have. This idea of "you're going to tell us what
we need to be doing with this? No, we don't want this, we want to be able
to look at the facts of each case and decide, oh no, we need to advise an
attorney..."
Professor Arriola: Oh, come on, you read enough cases to know that
judges are going to do what they want anyway.
Professor Morrison: Yeah, that's true. Regardless of what the legislature
says.
Professor Arriola: And no matter what the statute says they can always
interpret it away.
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Gretchen Farwell: This is just to address a resource issue, we will, if we
do an order of protection for someone, we will do their divorce, but we
have a waiting list. Since an order of protection is more of an emergency
service we do that first. We do have a waiting list and our office policy has
been if your represented needs an order of protection, and the other side
files for a divorce, we'll go ahead and handle it at that point. But the
numbers are overwhelming. Another issue besides supervised visitation is,
some people don't mind visitation, but there's no safe place to exchange
the children. They're exchanging at McDonald's, they're exchanging at
police stations, parking lots here and there. That leads to a lot of
harassment. You see that time and time again. In Rock Island County, we
do have a visitation exchange. It was brought up, we started with domestic
violence people, and we went to judges and got the judges. But it's just a
group of people who are trying to get this together and we have volunteers
who help the exchange on certain weekends so the parties never see each
other. They'll walk the children to the other parent, make that parent stay.
It's court ordered. They've only had about ten families take advantage of it
at this point. But that's one good thing that's come about in Rock Island
County. But it was slow going, it was hard to get it going.
Professor Arriola: Even there, you have to think it through. I'm
remembering from Elizabeth Schneider's new text book on battered women
and the law, I remember the one chilling story in one jurisdiction where
they had one center, supposedly a neutral zone. But if you don't make sure
there is some kind of a restraining order, the one chilling story that I recall
is of the harasser, the ex-spouse, showed up and right outside the door,
killed the mother, minutes outside the door. Again, these solutions carry
their own sort of risks that we have to think about. The individual in the
back, had his hand, you with the gray shirt.
Participant: In response to Stephen's question, in DuPage County just this
last year, they have opened a neutral exchange site for visitation. I give
credit to our Chief Judge for his initiative for getting that going through
county fees and to my knowledge it's very successful, somewhat
progressive. They have police monitoring around the clock there, they
have video surveillance, they even have on-site breathalyzers and you can
access this in divorce court through petition. You don't necessarily need an
order of protection, you don't necessarily need to go so far as abuse to a
custodial parent to the other parent, if you can just show that one parent is
using the opportunity of transaction to give a hard time to the other side in
the presence of the children. The judges are inclined to use this service, so
in that essence, I think, it works. The only irony that I found is that, when I
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saw how wonderful this is, I asked the judge, "Rather than just doing this
by this standard petition that you keep in divorce court, could we
incorporate that request for relief into our order of protection petitions as
well as into the order of protection form decrees?" And he just bluntly said
no. So I think that's kind of indicative as to some judiciary ignorance on
domestic violence, but in the same sense what we do have, if you have an
attorney who is aware of it, and will petition for it on your behalf, is in my
opinion, quite successful.
ProfessorArriola: We had one more up here.
Participant: If you want to be on the list of potential attorneys to be
appointed as a child representative, you do have to go through training and
you have to attend training every month. You have to do so many per year
to stay on that list which is something I think you were suggesting for child
representatives that there should be specific training.
Panelist: For domestic violence?
Participant: Yes. And we've done some of that training. One thing I want
to caution is, I think it's very effective to talk about the impact that
domestic violence has on children, because it makes the abuser, you know,
you have a more sympathetic person that you're talking about as opposed
to the victim. Unfortunately, that's the way our society looks at it. But you
have to be also careful when you do training on that issue, that the people
getting the training don't go, "Oh my God, this is such a terrible impact on
the children. How could she stay and let him continue to do this to her
children?" So you have to always be cautious, you have to raise that when
you're doing it because there's that tendency to blame the victim. But I
think it is, people don't understand it, witnessing the violence is terribly
traumatic and we need to know the impact it has socially, educationally,
child development-wise it can be helpful.
Stephen Baker: If I can ask another question of domestic violence
practitioners. Is it common to have conflicting custodial-type orders
amongst possibly a divorce case, an order of protection, piece of litigation
as well as maybe a juvenile abuse neglect-type case? That happened one
time in my office years ago and we couldn't really get a response because
you got the judge in divorce court saying "x" and you got the juvenile
judge saying "y". In our instance it was sort of resolved because one was a
circuit and one was an associate, but there's got to be a system response
than that. Is that a common problem in the state?
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Panelist: It's not a common problem, but it does happen and it tends to
happen in larger population counties than smaller ones because in lesser
population counties there's fewer judges to make conflicting orders.
However it certainly can happen. And that has a lot to do with the people
in the system talking to each other. The judges in the different courtrooms,
for example the juvenile courtroom talking with the divorce courtroom, and
then if orders of protection are happening in some other courtroom. The
larger the county, the more it happens.
ProfessorArriola: The other issue that I've seen that Professor Morrison
touched on briefly is, you've got both people filing orders of protection,
perhaps in different counties, so you've got conflicting custodial things and
if they happen on the same day, the police officers, rightfully so, are very
confused. Well, which one do we enforce? Until a full hearing can be had
there's no way for a judge even to know, which person is truly the victim,
which person is truly the aggressor and so you see it in that context a lot
too, as well as the juvenile divorce and order of protection setting. And the
judges are going to fall back on standards like best interests of the child,
which of course, is gender neutral, but that doesn't mean that judges don't
automatically go for well, they'll just go for the old maternal preference or
whatever.
Participant: Or even until it's actually decided who got to the courthouse
first.
ProfessorArriola: Right, the race to the courthouse.
ProfessorMorrison: The kind of thing also which was brought up about
some of the reforms, and I forget who brought it up up here, there's an ongoing problem about the over-involvement of certain communities with the
legal system. We were talking about the fear of what's going to happen to
the children if I report this domestic violence. The increasing numbers of
things like the failure to protect issues, when you talk about the effect on
children of witnessing domestic violence, and the people often affected by
that are poor women, women of color, immigrant women. Just the fact of
bringing the law into . . . what happens in dependency court? The over
numbers of African American children. Instead of going, "Okay, wait a
minute, if I report this and bring a police officer into my home, am I going
to get the child taken away because it'll look like I'm neglecting my kid?"
Or the neighbor calls, so the fact of the way the legal system involves itself
both on the criminal side and the civil side, family courts, dependency
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courts, in poor communities, communities of color, immigrant communities
and gay and lesbian communities which have not been friendly to
subordinated communities is just going to be an ongoing detriment to
people who are seeking services.
Professor Arriola: We have come to the end. So unless someone has a
burning question, or a burning comment, there is a reception following I
understand. Let's thank our afternoon speakers. Thank you all for being
here.

